
NAVIGATING THE CHALLENGES OF A 
LOW INTEREST RATE ENVIRONMENT
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John Thornton (Head of Liability Driven Investments) and Shane Prendergast (Longevity Product Manager) 
take you through the market backdrop and the impact on Defined Benefit schemes. 

Markets are once again providing challenges to DB schemes managing their funding positions. With interest rates at 
historically low levels and no clear signposts of rises in the short term we can expect that the current operating environment 
will persist over the next few years.  

We see our clients adapting to these tests by both adjusting their portfolios to add return where possible as well as 
implementing better risk management policies. For schemes that have fully hedged their interest rate risk on their pension 
members, buy-in can still be an attractive in this market.  

WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO BOND YIELDS?

Euro bond markets entered a new world over the summer, as bond investors crossed the Rubicon and pushed every single 
German bond to a negative yield. As of the middle of August you now earn a thoroughly unimpressive -0.08% per annum to 
lend to the German government for 30 years. This is quite the contrast from yielding 8% back in 1994.

Before getting into why this has happened and what may happen next, it is worthwhile considering the impact it has had on 
defined benefit schemes in Ireland. For the first half of 2019, the fall in interest rates was mirrored by a strong performance 
in growth assets. Most schemes we analyse were broadly unchanged from a funding perspective. Lower bond yields 

pushed up the value of liabilities but their assets broadly 
kept pace.

In the past few weeks, the trade war fears have escalated 
again and wider global economic data deteriorated. Equity 
values fell and euro bond yields dropped precipitously. 
That will have negatively impacted most Irish schemes 
funding position on either an on-going or Minimum Funding 
Standard (MFS) basis. As has been the case in recent years, 
managing scheme interest rate risk has been critical to 
protecting funding levels.
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PLAN FOR LOW RATES, HOPE FOR HIGHER!

One of the key messages we would have talked to our clients about in the last number of years is that there are many 
reasons why interest rates are low and also that they could always be pushed lower. Clearly, we are currently at more 
extreme levels but again we must think about where markets may move from here.

When talking about yields, one of the terms that you hear about interest rates and bond yields is when or whether they will 
‘normalise’. This is the idea that someday, more a when than if, long bond yields will rise to 3% plus. The inference from 
this is that the current market environment is not normal! This use of this language can bias an investor’s view and can lead 
them to base their plans on hope of yield reversion rather than planning on how to live with low or negative interest rates. 
Our view is that low rates are here to stay in Europe over at least the next five years and it’s best to plan for them as best as 
possible. 

Many of our clients have been following this approach by:

  1  Adding yield where possible using corporate bonds and extending duration. 

  2  Increasing nominal hedge ratios to help reduce overall scheme risk.

  3  Increasing inflation hedge ratios to lock in cheaper inflation hedging. 

  4  Increasing allocations to alternatives; including property and infrastructure in growth assets as 4%+ income yields 
compare favourably to bond yields.

  5  Use of pensioner buy-ins and buy-outs to remove volatility.

ACCOUNTING IMPACTS FOR DEFINED BENEFIT SCHEMES

Sponsors primarily view Defined Benefit Schemes through an accounting lens and therefore it’s important that Trustees 
understand the accounting background as it will be a key driver of sponsor driven initiatives. The fall in market interest rates 
means that accounting positions are likely to deteriorate for most Irish Defined Benefit Schemes through 2019. 

The International Accounting Standard (IAS) 19 discount rate is based on long dated corporate bond yields. Corporate 
bond spreads have contracted through the second half of 2019 and the overall fall in corporate bond yields has been 

greater than that observed in German Bund yields. The 
exact accounting impact depends on the scheme profile and 
the backing investment strategy. The table below highlights 
the likely increase in IAS 19 liabilities for representative 
Defined Benefit schemes between 1 January 2019 and end 
of August 2019. 

These increases will of course be offset by the movement 
in the value of the scheme assets. Therefore schemes that 
predominately follow a bond based strategy will be largely 
immunised against these changes, while schemes that 
follow a growth strategy will be harder hit by recent market 
developments. 

SCHEME PROFILE % INCREASE IN IAS 19 LIABILITY
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GROUP INSURANCE IMPACTS    

Other product areas impacted by low interest rates include Group Insurance with Spouse’s Death in Service Pension 
(SPDIS), and to a lesser extent Income Protection, with SPDIS premiums particularly sensitive to interest rate falls. At the 
time of this note SPDIS pricing had increased by 20% in the space of 2 months due to the large fall in long dated interest 
rates. Income Protection premium had risen by 7%.

LIABILITY DRIVEN INVESTMENT (LDI) STRATEGIES HAVE HELPED 
SCHEMES AGAIN 

In the past few years Irish Schemes have been broadly reducing overall risk (IAPF DB survey 2018) by increasing hedge 
ratios*. This can be done by de-risking from growth to matching, extending duration on bond portfolios or using LDI funds. 
Once again, funding positions have been better protected by hedging more interest rate risk this year.

Taking a simplified example for a typical scheme in Ireland with 60% in growth (MSCI World) and 40% in bonds (AAA/AA 
>10yr Sovereign) and liabilities with a duration of 20yrs. If that scheme was funded at 100% on an on-going basis at the start  
of 2019, its funding position would have deteriorated to 90.1% as neither the bonds nor equities kept pace with the growth 
in liabilities.
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Starting hedge ratio* was 31%.

If they had used LDI funds to achieve  
a 50% hedge ratio at the start of the 
year, funding position would be 4% 
higher now.

*The hedge ratio is percentage showing how much interest rate risk they have hedged. Schemes have interest rate risk from how their 
liabilities are valued. They invest in bonds to reduce that risk so assets will rise or fall more in line with liabilities. Generally speaking the 
higher the hedge ratio the lower the level of risk being run by the Scheme.

No Allocation to LDI
Hedge Ratio 31%

Allocation to LDI to increase
Hedge Ratio of 50%



ANNUITY BUY-INS & BUY-OUTS  

We have seen continued interest in annuity buy-in and buy-outs (BIBO) as a risk management tool for maturing defined 
benefit schemes.  The most active schemes in this space are those that have tailored LDI strategies in place and are reaping 
the benefits of these strategies so that BIBO transactions are now affordable. The benefit of removing risk from schemes 
is very evident in periods of extreme market volatility. Under a buy-in contract the insurance contract is an asset of the 
scheme that can exactly match the accounting liability. Therefore the scheme is fully immunised against investment market 
movements relating to the insured liabilities. 

Insurers continue to use alternate asset classes to back annuity contracts thus bringing greater value to schemes looking to 
insure their obligations. The cost of a pensioner BIBO transaction is generally a 15% premium to the IAS 19 position and this 
premium has remained broadly unchanged through the recent market volatility.

CURRENT MARKET & WHAT COULD PUSH INTEREST RATES HIGHER 

The issue for Europe was that we never achieved enough growth since the last recession to raise interest rates as they have 
done in the US. So as the economy has faced new challenges such as a hard Brexit, US China trade war, Italian political risks 
and falling inflation expectations, the real issue is that the economy never recovered fully from the last recession.

So with a hard Brexit more likely than not, the US with a president that likes volatility and an EU that likes balanced budgets, 
the ECB is left between a rock and a hard place. Nonetheless they are now looking at inventing new ways of cutting rates by 
tiering the deposit rate. This is a technical way of cutting interest rates while trying not to hurt bank profitability. 

The likelihood of interest rate rises looks low in the short term and we think it will be a struggle for the ECB to raise rates 
back to zero over the next five years. We have considered scenarios that might result in interest rate rises and potentially 
push 10yr bond yields back to +1%. 

These aren’t market forecasts but are scenarios in which the ECB may feel more comfortable raising rates:

1 Governments begin fiscal expansion in Europe with a Green new deal. This would need to be a large and 
sustained expansion.

2 Central banks globally focus on financial stability rather than economic growth or inflation and they push up 
real yields.

3 Above trend growth with higher inflation.

Our advice is that Trustees should plan for this lower interest rate 
environment to persist over the short to medium term.
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Irish Life Assurance plc is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.
Irish Life Investment Managers Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. 
In the interest of customer service we may record and monitor calls. Irish Life Assurance plc, 
Registered in Ireland number 152576, Vat number 9F55923G.
For more up-to-date information, see www.irishlifecorporatebusiness.ie.
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CONTACT US

PHONE: 01 704 20 00
FAX: 01 704 19 05
E-MAIL:  happytohelp@irishlife.ie
WEBSITE:  www.irishlifecorporatebusiness.ie
WRITE TO: Irish Life Assurance plc, Lower Abbey Street, Dublin 1
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Information correct as at September 2019.

Please Note: Every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this publication is accurate at the time of going to press. Irish Life Assurance 
plc accepts no responsibility for any liability incurred or loss suffered as a consequence of relying on any matter published in or omitted from this 
publication. Readers are recommended to take qualified advice before acting on any of the matters covered.

Talk to us...
If you have any queries in relation to the information in this Advise please contact:

Shane Prendergast FIA FSAI 
Longevity Product Manager 
Irish Life Corporate Business

Phone: 01 856 3381 
Email: shane.prendergast@irishlife.ie  

John Thornton 
Head of Liability Driven Investments 
Irish Life Investment Managers

Phone: 01 856 3073 
Email: john.thornton@ilim.com  

FURTHER CONTACT

DATE EVENT

17 Oct 2019 Last European Council meeting prior to Brexit

31 Oct 2019 Scheduled Brexit Date – end of article 50 period

1 Nov 2019 Christine Lagarde takes over as ECB president

3 Feb 2020 US primary elections begin

3 Nov 2020 US Presidential Election

UPCOMING DATES


